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This appeal calls on the people of Switzerland to demand the Swiss Government to exit the
World Health Organization (WHO) – effective immediately.

We, the Swiss, have the Constitutional Right of Initiatives or Referenda. It is high time that
We, the People, make use of this opportunity requesting the Swiss Federal Council and
Parliament  to  renounce its  membership  in  the WHO,  the organization at  the verge of
becoming the world’s dictator on issues of health, more brutal and radical than humanity
has ever known before.

The Covid-mandates imposed by the WHO were just a precursor to what may come.

For the last several years, the WHO was preparing mostly behind closed doors what they
call a “Pandemic Treaty”, or “Pandemic Agreement”, which would become part of the 2005
established and now being drastically revised “International Health Regulations” (IHR). If
these two new “rules-based orders” are approved by the World Health Assembly (WHA – 27
May to 1 June 2024 in Geneva), the WHO’s health dictate would be above every nation’s
sovereignty, and would make health self-determination a thing of the past.

If the WHO declares a disease, artificially made or not, as a pandemic, orders would have to
be followed. If the WHO decides on general vaccination, orders must be followed.

In Switzerland, such drastic changes to national health legislation would require changes in
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the nation’s Constitution. According to the very Swiss Constitution, such changes would
require approval by the Swiss people by referendum – with good chances of a popular
rejection.

To forego a people’s vote, the Swiss Government – Federal Council and Parliament – are
currently working on advance-amending the national Swiss health legislation, so that it
would meet the requirements of a potentially impending WHO Pandemic Agreement and the
new IHR. A Constitutional amendment may then not be necessary, as the new Swiss health
standards would blend in with the potentially new WHO dictate.

This is happening semi-clandestinely. Not known to most citizens. Switzerland is supposed
to be – constitutionally – a democracy and a country of political neutrality; a country with
self-determination and sovereignty in decision making, and where people’s voice and active
participation counts.

Those were the days.

*

This call also goes to the Swiss Federal Council and Parliament.

Are you not ashamed after the criminal covid and vaxx-fraud you imposed on the very
people that pay your salaries and pensions – to betray Us, the People again – with the
behind-our-backs anticipatory acceptance of the new WHO oppressive rules?

How  is  health  defined?  Under  the  WHO  definition,  health  includes  the  “climate  change”
scam, which is already blamed for causing excess dengue fever in Brazil and malaria in
Africa – prompting the WHO and Bill  Gates releasing billions of genetically modified (GMO)
“vaccinating” mosquitoes. They have so far brought a 400% increase in dengue fever in
Brazil, and in Africa, malaria is rampant despite, or because of the GMO-Mosquitos.

Any  “climate-related  health  issues”,  defined  by  the  WHO,  would  also  fall  under  the  WHO
health tyranny.

*

Over the past three years, how many people have lost loved ones from the toxic covid-
injections? Thousand, maybe tens of thousands have died from the vaxxes in Switzerland
alone, a multiple of those who died from covid, if counted honestly. We know honesty was
and is not part of any official covid narrative.

Worldwide, a conservative figure indicates 17 million deaths resulted from the jab. A more
realistic  figure  may put  the death  toll  in  the hundreds  of  millions;  and the worst  is  still  to
come, according to Dr. Michael Yeadon, former Vice-President and Chief of Pfizer Research.

This same Federal Council which betrayed the people on covid, is now working secretly on
another betrayal, formulating an advanced new Swiss health legislation, that would match
WHO’s looming Pandemic Treaty and revised IHR dictatorship.

So that you know:
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At the same time, the Federal  Council,  through Cantonal  Federalism, allows promoting
throughout Switzerland, including in schools, the pathological, Soros’s funded transgender
Woke agenda, giving kids, as little as 11 years of age, the choice to decide over their sex
without parental interference.

This agenda is also promoted by the World Economic Forum (WEF), the WHO, and yes, the
United Nations – the eugenists. Queers and transgender people cannot procreate.

Also, be aware, any new “vaccination” even those recommended for newborn, will in the
future be the mRNA-type, as announced by Pfizer, Bill Gates and the WHO. The mRNA gene-
modifying type is known to, at best, reduce the autoimmune system, and produce a spike
protein, with one of its characteristics being a fast or slow killer – myocarditis, brain strokes,
thrombosis, aggressive turbo-cancers and more.

The mRNA vaxxes are also known to massively reduce fertility in both women and men.

As a reminder, the number one objective of the WEF, WHO, and UN Agenda 2030, we are
living  today,  is  a  drastic  worldwide  depopulation,  starting  with  western  industrialized
nations.

Let us, Swiss, be frontrunners for the rest of the world, standing up with our Constitutional
Rights, demanding our government TO EXIT WHO NOW.

*
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